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Design new pipe connections 
intelligently for the perfect fit

    Make trial-and-error a thing of the past 

Creating the pathways of tubing and piping, especially on 
hydraulic machinery, must traditionally be done by hand. Only 
well-experienced personnel can judge a good fit of a pipe and 
have the routine to fit the sometimes dozens of pipes needed 
to make a functioning product. The combination of the new 
TeZet Technik AGs’ pipe-fitting guided function together with the 
Metronor probing technology enables even new, inexperienced 
employees to create perfectly fitting pipes and tubes that are 
efficiently and professionally placed.

Design all pipes virtually and have a look with the AR function 
to get an overview of the complete project before investing 
production time and materials on pipes that must be scrapped.

When creating pipe connections, the software can snap any new 
pipe segments to an existing coordinate system - say, the machine 
frame - or use active constraints, such as allowing only 90-degree 
bends, or pipes having to end perpendicular into their connection 
points. By continuously tracking the Metronor Lightpen, used to 
draw the new pipe segment through the air, the software gives 
active recommendations and suggestions on how to continue with 
the pipe design, whilst using all previously entered requirements. 
It is possible to change the requirements and constraints during 
the measurement, adjusting them to any situation.

By adding all pipes to the same measurement project, unplanned 
interconnections can be avoided - AR allows the user to see the 
result directly on your smartphone of tablet. All created pipes 
are added into the camera viewer in full 3D mode, so that all the 
design work can be visually inspected and – if need be – adjusted.

New functionality in TeZetCAD makes creating pipe connections as easy as never before. A newly developed, guided 
measurement function lets you snap new pipes directly into place perfectly as you draw the pipe through the air – be it 
parallel to other existing pipes, or in guidance with an existing coordinate system. Your new pipe connections will be both 
accurate in their fit as well as optimized in regard to esthetics and space constraints. 

By combining this advanced algorithm with the portability of a Metronor system and our continuous tracking of active 
LEDs, taking the design department to the shop floor was never easier.

Constraints, Active Recommendations and AR

The guided tracking feature gives active design recommendations based 
on the set constraints.

Avoid error-based re-work in the production process and supply chain by 
designing all connections in place.

Design tubes in all types of situations and places with your Metronor 
portable measurement system.
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About Metronor

Metronor is a privately held ISO 9001 certified 
high technology company headquartered outside 
Oslo, Norway. Metronor has developed a range 
of high accuracy, large volume, portable electro-
optical coordinate measuring systems that provide 
excellent return on investment for customers, as well as 
facilitate a highly efficient dimensional management of 
manufacturing processes.  

Metronor’s Industrial Systems Business Unit 

Metronor’s range of portable coordinate measuring 
machines and scanning systems offers the best 
measurement capabilities, high accuracy, large 
measurement volumes, reliability, and robustness.

Over 600 leading companies around the world use our 
systems, confirming our multi-application capabilities daily

All Metronor systems share common core components that can 
be extended over the lifetime of the system. For this reason, our 
systems always adapt to the requirements of our customers.

 
For more information: www.metronor.com

About TeZet Technik AG

TeZet-Technik AG are a small Swiss software company 
based in Döttingen, directly on the German border. 

With a long-standing, young and experienced 
customer-oriented team, as well as various software 
programmers, TeZet-Technik AG have specialized in the 
measurement of pipes, flanges and attachments on 
the pipe with its pipe measuring software TeZetCAD. 
Another important point of their “Lifetime” software is 
correcting the bending machines to help the user save 
time and material. 

Well known by its pipe measuring capabilities, the 
TeZetCAD software is continuously being developed and 
adapted to the requirements of the market.

 
For more information: www.tezet.com  

Metronor
Portable Piping Solutions

Improved Quality in a Challenging Environment

 
Truly mobile technology
Large-volume measurements
Hardware made from carbon fiber
Software with guidance function
Fast results
No preparation of measurement objects


